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The primary sector demand for food for oto consumption, a
self-balancing item, is neglected. The income and"price
elasticity of demand for this item might häve an important
effect on the supply of export crops'and food crops for
the modern sector. It should "be noted that for the sake of
simplicity the distribution services associated with agricultural exports are treated as part of the primary sector:
the difference 'between the price received "by the. primary
sector and the export price consists of the.surpluses of
marketing "boards and the proceeds of export taxes.
Primary sector demand for non-primary.products: ' It
is assumed that the primary sector spends its entire cash
income on the products of the modern sector or on Imports.
As, for the moment, there is no explicit production
function for the agricultural sector, the distribution ofthese spending decisions as "between consumption and Investment items is neglected. The demand of the primary
sector Is therefore represented?
(1)

Dm = p a A

+ pfF

Supply function for the agricultural sector;
(2)

A = fiCPa, Pf)

(3)

F = f 2 (P a , Pf)

The supply of exports crops and food is determined "by the
price levels for those two; climatic effects are neglected.
Obviously, the failure to deal more explicitly with agricultural inputs is no more than a first approximation, Perhaps
more serious is the aggregation of Output and price levels;
"both Output and prices are vectors, and the response of
the Output vector to changes in the price vector will
depend on the particular prices which have changed as well
as the change in the general level.
Nevertheless, within the liberties of modeI-"bui 1 ding,
the method of Statement does illustrate a "basic choice
which may "become important during the process of development
- the choice of feeding an expanding urhah labour force
or expanding agricultural exports. Whether that choice
must yet be faced is an- empirical question still largely unanswered.
"b) Mo de rn. „sector; Output of modern sector; Z
Rate of growth of Z; r
Elasticity of Z w r„t„ z
capital (K); e. (= dZ/dK ^
K
Z/T" ;
Elasticity of Z w r,t.
Labour
(L); e, (= dZ/dL )
1
employed
' z7l"
Rate of growth of capital;
• Rate of growth of employmerrc,
' r^
The most simple assumption regarding supply conditions in
the "modern"' sector would be that input/outp"it relationships
were determined by fixed technical coefficients. In such a
case the supply constraint would be determined "by the scarcest
factor and Output and the other inputs would expand at the
rate of expansion of that factor. Although such an assumption may often be reasonable in the case of the individual
plant using a given technicue, it is much less so'at more
aggregate levels, in which case factor proportions can
change as a result of the change in the composition of Output. The treatment of the production function and input/output relationships is neuer very satisfactory in explanations
of economic growth; however, it is desirable to render explicit the nature of the restrictive assumptions often made.
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^«•«^ming a'neo-classical production function (i,e. some substitution Tjotween factors) and assuming the neutrality of
technical change tnt;rL th.p pnte of growth of Output can he
treated as followss
(3)
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where 3 is the rate of technical improvement.
If constant returns to scale. is assumed, which implies that
e^ + e^ = 1, then:
(4) r^ = (ek + e r ) r^
= rk
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The hasic assumption must he that the growth in the capital
stock is a major constraint on the rate of growth of output;
if this is so then an important determinat of the rate of growth
of output is the aegree to which lahour can he suhstituted for
capital (i,e, the degree to which r-, is greater than r, in
/"because equation (4-).) Under the neutral technical change assumption it
of profitmust he supposed that this will he determined by the hehaviour
bjectivesof wage rates (in the private sector/because of the concern over
and in
the re-investihle surplus). The simplest assumption that might he
the pub- made for equation (4)""would he that r, = r, , (i e, the same result
lic
as assuming fixed coefficients) that is employment grows at the
sector same rate as the capital"stock. Then output would he growing
faster than hoth capital and lahour at a rate j, and, if lahour
is employed until its wage ecuals its marginal producta the wage
rate would he increasing at a rate j (as also would the profit
rate). If this simplifying assumption is dropped then further
progress reqaiir.es more detaled specification of the production
function.
Perhaps the most populär form of production function
assumed in practise is the Cobb-Douglas function, which has the
property that e, and e, are constants. In such a case, if it is
assumed that 1 auour is employed to the point,-where its marginal
product is equated with the wage rate, the rate of growth of
employment and of output can he shown to he related to the hehaviour of the wage rate. For example,, if the "r?.
Lewis "unlimited supply of lahour" conditions he.ld then the wage rate
might well he constant. With a constant wage rate, a Cobb-Douglas
function, neutral technical progress and lahour heing paid its
marginal product, then employment will grow at the same rate as
output. (i.e. if the elasticity and the marginal product are hoth
constant then so is the average product). In such a Situation
the following relationship holds,
(5)
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However; useful as the Cobb-Douglas form is for illustrative
purposes, ther-e is no reason to suopose that it is in practise
generally applicable. If it is not generally applicable, or if
technical progress is not neutral, then the relationships hetween
the growth of employment, capital, output and the wage rate becomes
very complicated, *
For a fairly general treatment of this problem see
John C,H. Fei and Gustav Ranis, "Innovation, Capital
Accumulation and Economic Development", Am eri_can _E_c o_nomi_c
Review,' June, 1965.

In practise, It seems likely that detailed examination of the labour market and the employment problem will
demand ä model more sophisticated than this; it will "be
noopaasj'y to fiiia mit mach more a"bout the "residual",
which is subsumed under the general heading technical
change in such simple production function models, The
changing composition of the labour force its educational
skills and the supply of professional and organizational
manpower all demand explicit treatment. Such a treatment
is probably the most important missing link in our understanding of the relationship "between growth and employment.
In fact, rnany informed observers believe that in East
Africa there has been, during recent 3-ears, a process of
substitution of capital for labour, that is r, has been
lar^ger than r-, . Although this belief has been held regarding the Performance of a number of deveioping countries
in recent years, a satisfacto-py explanaticm has still to be
offered. In East Africa it is difficult to teil the degree
to which substitution has taken place, because the period
in question has been one of less than füll capacity utilization; therefore it has been difficult to teil the extent
to which the evidently positive rate of capital accumulation has been conibined with an increase in capital employed.
More light should be thrown on this problem by an empirical
investigation of the recent employment history of East
Africa, which the author is currently undertaking.
Por the moment the argument proceeds on the basis of
ecuations (4) (with restriction r g = r^.) or (5a) (with r^= r z )
under the alternative assumptions of a wage rate» in both
cases the supply constraint on the rate of growth is the
rate of growth of the capital stock, employment being determined
by the wage rate and the rate of growth of Output.
The _Cap_.it,al Cons traint.
What determines the stipply constraint on the rate of
growth of capital? The first exercise will be based on the
assumptions; that income can be spent on consumption or
Investment goods, without structural constraints
on the supply of the particular goods; and
that there is no net inroort of capital. These
assumptions imply:
(6) Exports(E) = Imports (Ii)
and the definitions for the primary sector above imply(7)

E = PeA

Using the additional notation;

Non-subsistence suuply Y
Wage rate:. w
Propensity to consume of workers ° c
_
" w
Propensity to consume of proflts; c
P
the following can be developed;
(8) I = Z i H + p^P
Apply (6) and (?)
(9) •• Y = Z + P e A + p f P
Total supply may be allocated between consumption or Investment activities;
(10)
(11)
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Equation (16) shows the determinants of the rate of
growth of the capital stock /Is in this model. The first
term descrihes saving
K generated by the modern sector,which
depends on the. propensity to consume of the two income
groups and the distribution of income hetween wages and Profits. The second term represents scVings extracted from
the agricultural sector through a process of taxation or
through the profits of the marketing hoards»
If we make the (reasonahle) assumption that; c. = 1
w

xnen:
(17)
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If we make the fij.rth.er assumption that- lahour is paid
its marginal, product., and Substitute from equation (2) then

(16)

I

= (1 - c p )

(1 " e x ) Z + (pe - p a ) f(p a ,p f )
""TT

The constraint on the rate of growth of output of the
modern sector will be equal to equation (18) plus a factor
allowing for technical improvement and an increase in lahour
intensity (see equations (4) and (5a) above. )
This formulation should clarify certain relationships.
In the early stage of development the final term in equation
(18) will he relatively"much more important hecause of the
importance of the agricultural exports sector at that stage.
The degree to which the agricultural sector can contribute
to the supply of capital for the building of a modern sector
will depend on world export markets, the elasticity of supply
in response to prices received and, of conrse, whatever
changes in productive conditions shift the supply curve in
the agricultural sector. As the modern sector grows savings
generated hy its own activities become relatively more Important,
until in a developed economy it becomes the major source of
domestic savings.
As the modern sector grows there will be an additional
effect operating in the agricultural sector- the p^int will
eventualiy he reached at which the.marginal product of lahour
transferred from the agricultural sector will become oositive
and, in the absence of shifts in the agricultural production
function, P^ will rise causing a shift front ex->©r-ts to domestic
production., *
At that stage the possibility of taxlng income derived from food sales might be 'considered, hut this would
carry with it a number of difficulties (including the possibility
that the bürden of the tax on food sales would fall on the Profits of the modern sector). For the rnoment, the analysis will be
left with a number of ends Untied and with a number of possibilities only hinted at,
"See Gustav Ranis and John C.H. Fei "A Theory of Economic
Development", American Economic Review, September 1961.
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Dividing through by K, the foreign exchange constraint on the
rate of growth of the capital stock is obtained;
(28)
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Similarly, hy suhstituting (22) in (23) the domestic supply
constraint on the rate of growth öf the capital stock can "be
obtained:
(29)

I
K

1 - c(l - n). Z
1 - m
K

_

1 - n
1 - m

Equations (28) and (29) provide two alternative constraints on the rate of growth of the capital stock, which
in seetion II has been shown to "be the "basic constraint on the
rate of growth of the non-agrieultural sector. Through a
process of extreme sinrolification the two constraints are
stated in terms of three parameters; a propensity to consumer (c), and two propensities to import, (n) and (m). There
are two essenti'ally exogenous variables, (p a ) and (V). The
price received by the agricultural sector, (p_), is a polifty
variable. .Agricultural Output, although inherently an endogenous variable, is left for the moment unexplained and
therefore, in terms of the model, exogenous. Apart from
direct action on (p ) public policy can indirectly äffect
(c), (n) and (m) through tax policies and other controls.
Also, these three Parameters operate as constants in the Short
run but through.the agency of structural change become
Strategie variables in the longer run.
'.
' :
The Operation of the model .in '.the e_ourse. of ^growth.
Despite the incomplete nature of the model it is
possible to suggest some of the possib.ilities during the
development of the economy. This will be done by investigating; (i) the effect of changes resulting from adjustments in
the basic structure of the economy; that is the
effect of shifts in (n) and in A
K'
(ii) the effect of changes In the. exogenous variable, (p ).
(Iii) the effect of changes in the policy variable,(p^).
~
a
(!) Structural changes.
During the process of growth there are few elements of
the economic system which can be treated strictly as Parameters. However, of the multitude of shifts and changes which
could occur it seems reasonable to concentrate on two as the
Strategie shifts involved.in Programmes of industrialization.
The first of these is the effect of the expansion of domestic
industry through a process of import substitution. At the
initial stages this will take the form of the attempt to produce domestically goods of simple technioue which were previously Imported. Such ä policy will result in a decline in
(n), because it is likely that such goods will be _oredominantly
consumer goods. (This presumption demands some nualification,
as the material inputs for the. constr^.ction industry are
often produced domestically early in development, while the
changing level of income per head may generate a shift in demand towards consumer goods with higher. Import content,)
Secondly, the growth of the non-agrieultural sector is likely
to lead to a. decline in the relative. im^ortance of agricul tural
export earnings, which would aupear in ecuation (28) as a decline in A
K'

